
RElated Words
Google slides for teaching multi-syllable words with the prefix re-           
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What are Prefixes?

● Prefixes are small parts (or chunks) added before 
main words or word parts.

● Adding prefixes often changes word meaning and 
usage.

● Learning prefixes will help you read and spell 
longer words.

● Learning prefixes will help you recognize longer 
words you may have heard or already know!



Most Common Prefixes

There are many prefixes in the English language. The 
eight slide sets focus on the most common prefixes 
one at a time: 

in-          un-       mis-        
dis-        re-         de-

pre-        en-     



Prefix re-

● re- /rē/ usually (but not always) means “back or again”

● Adding re- mostly keeps or forms verbs (build>rebuild, 
join>rejoin, tell>retell).

● Sometimes a re- word can be both a verb and noun 
(mark>remark, play>replay, turn>return) -- depending 
on how it’s used.

● When re- is added to main words, there are no spelling 
changes. 



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + birth born again or a time of new growth

re + bound to bounce or bound back

re + build to build again or make better

re + call to remember again or ask for a return

re + cast to show again in a different way



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + cent happened or began not long ago

re + claim to take or get back

re + ceive to get or be given

re + cord to write something down

re + count to count or tell again



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + cover to get well or better again

re + fine to make better with small changes

re + flect to think again about something

re + flex to flex, act, or move again

re + form to form again or make changes



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + fuse to say or show you mean no!

re + gain to gain or get something back

re + ject to not believe or accept

re + joice to show you are very happy

re + join to join a group again



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + late to understand or connect 

re + lax to sit back and not worry

re + lease to let go or stop holding

re + lieve to make something less

re + main to stay in place or not leave



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + mark to say or write something back

re + mote far away or very distant

re + move to move or take away

re + order to order again or change order

re + pay to pay or give back



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + place to put something back in place

re + print to print or copy again

re + sign to give up a job or duty

re + store to bring back or make better

re + strict to limit entry or an amount



Familiar re- (back or again) Words

re + tell to tell or share again 

re + think to think again carefully

re + tire to stop or end a job or career

re + turn to give or come back 

re + verse to turn back or around



Can you think of other re- words? 
Speak up or put them in the chat box.
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MATCHING ACTIVITY 1

rebirth A   happened or began not long ago

recent B    to say or show you mean no!

recover C   born again or time of growth

refuse D   to understand or connect

relate E    to get well or better again



MATCHING ACTIVITY 2

remark F   to join a group again

replace G  to tell again

retell H   to say or write something back

regain I    to gain or get something back

rejoin J   to put back in place



MATCHING ACTIVITY 3

rebound K  to order again or change order

reflect L   far away or distant

remote M  to give up a job or duty

reorder N   to think again about something

resign O   to bounce or bound back



MATCHING ACTIVITY 4

restrict P   to form again or make changes

reform Q   to turn back or around

relieve R    to stay in place or not leave

remain S    to limit entry or an amount

reverse T    to make something less



ACADEMIC MEANING IN CONTEXT 1 (new!)

 rebuttal The reader wrote an angry rebuttal to 
the newspaper about a recent article.

reciprocate To reciprocate means doing good for 
someone who has done good for you. 

recuperate The patient needed many weeks at 
home to rest and recuperate.

recuperation Full recuperation from some surgeries 
can take weeks, even months. 



ACADEMIC MEANING IN CONTEXT 2 (new!)

reference The company always completed 
reference checks before making a job 
offer. 

reflection Both a mirror and taking quiet time to 
think provide a reflection of yourself.

reformation A wise leader is open to reformation 
when reform or change is necessary.

regression The three year old had a regression in 
behavior after the new baby arrived.



ACADEMIC MEANING IN CONTEXT 3 (new!)

rehearsal Daily rehearsal for the upcoming play 
performance is from 7-10 PM.

reinforce The parent wanted to reinforce good 
behavior with notice and praise.

relationship A relationship with one friend can be 
very different from one with another.

relinquish The project manager needed to 
relinquish his leadership for a while. 



ACADEMIC MEANING IN CONTEXT 4 (new!)

repellent Bug spray is a good repellent for keeping 
bugs off your skin and body.

restorative Restorative justice means repairing 
long-term harm to a community. 

restrictive Some states are more restrictive than 
others about mask wearing in public.

reversal The pandemic caused many reversals in 
how we live, work, shop, and travel.


